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• Part 1: Horowitz – T&E Framework for Application to Cyber Physical Systems

• Part 2: Fleming – Integration of T&E Framework with STPA-Sec and Model-
Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) Tools

Two Part Presentation
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• Operational Resilience - the capacity of a  system to maintain state awareness (Implies a monitoring 
process) and to proactively maintain a safe  level of operational normalcy in response to anomalies 
(Implies a process of system reconfiguration, based upon diverse redundancy), including threats of a 
malicious and unexpected nature.

• In addition, operational resilience includes:
―Containing the immediate consequences of the detected attack(s)
―Post-attack forensic support based upon the data collected for addressing anomalies.

System Operational Cyber Resilience*

*Black Text: Rieger, etal, 2009 IEEE Human System Interactions Conference 
*Red Text Related to Cyber Attack Resiliency: B.M Horowitz, UVA
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• Providing operational cyberattack resilience involves decision-making under highly uncertain 
circumstances. Examples:
o Selecting from alternative responses
o How much technical knowledge is required for decision-making
o How rapidly to do it
o Confirmation of successful response
o Accounting for concerns regarding attacks that provoke responses that support 

adversary objectives
o How to use past experiences regarding development of new resilience  solutions

System Uncertainty Context for Framework Development

The degrees of uncertainty regarding cyber attacks are sufficiently great so as 
to require increased emphasis on resilience-focused assessments related to 

system  confidence to complement use of verification-oriented metrics 
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• Support T&E efforts for physical systems by providing a reusable set of planning 
elements to effectively and efficiently integrate system design and test efforts

• Builds on system design tools that address hazard analysis (Systems Theoretic 
Process Analysis – STPA-Sec) and system modeling and analysis (Model-
Based System Engineering- MBSE)

• Sub-divides test efforts into eight (8) elements that are intended to include all 
aspects of resilience testing and evaluation, providing a basis for:
oBetter assurance regarding quality of test plans 
oDevelopment and reuse of metrics leading to better resilience solutions
oReuse of T&E tools for added efficiency and reduced cost

Objectives of the Eight Element Resilience Framework
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1. Attack Sensing (e.g., data inconsistency checking, SW execution corruption) 

2. Attack Isolation ( e.g., system control function SW)

3. Resilience Responses ( e.g., descriptions of diverse redundant modes)

4. Evaluation of Resulting Resilience ( e.g., false alert metrics)

5. Enhancing User Confidence in Executing Resulting Resilience (e.g., user test trial of resilient mode)

6. Operator Evaluation ( e.g., Operator inputs to system related to concerns with specific resilience 
solution) 

7. System Resilience Decision-making ( e.g., impact of division of decision-making)

8. Post-Event Responses ( e.g., Collection of system designer responses to individual events)

T&E Framework
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Step1 - Produce a preliminary system design, absent of special resilience features. 

Step 2 - Conduct a STPA-Sec hazard analysis based upon the physical system’s 
mission and preliminary design 

Step 3 - Initiate development of candidate cyber resilience solutions that would 
modify the design to address identified hazards, with associated analysis of 
potential value to be gained and cost  

Step 4 - Prioritize candidate solutions to be considered and document candidate 
solutions as part of a MBSE (Model-based System Engineering) model that would 
be used by, among others, test planners.

Developed by Project Office and System Development Contractor

Process for Employing T&E Framework as Part of System Design (1 of 2)
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Step 5 - Develop cyber resilience-related testing concepts including high-level descriptions of 
test scenarios, performance expectations to be observed and viable criteria for evaluation of 
the potential resilience solutions. 

Step 6 - Employing the proposed DT&E Framework, plan for actual system-level tests, 
including selection of measurements and metrics as related to the desired  testing concepts, 
and use of the MBSE model as part of determining complexity, cost, completeness, etc.

Step 7 - Based upon the relationships between solution priority and
ability to satisfactorily and practically confirm solution performance through testing, re-
consider solution prioritization and establish the adjusted MBSE model and test plan for the 
next phases of system development.

Developed Collaboratively by Project Office and T&E Organization Representatives

Process for Employing T&E Framework as Part of System Design (2 of 2)
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Integration of T&E Framework with STPA-Sec and Model-
Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) Tools
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• Why system safety? I thought we are talking about DT&E for cyber!

• And why MBSE? I thought we are talking about T&E (and then you added safety)! 
You are confusing me!

But first
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• System safety process required to be part of T&E for most industries
―E.g. MIL-STD-882 (similar in other domains although acq process is different)

• What does a system safety process do?
―Support risk management (but typically hazard risk mgmt, not the other various types of risk, 

programmatic and the like)
―Identify hazards, eliminate these hazards, and minimize associated risks where hazards cannot 

be eliminated

• Note: currently very little about cyber security in current guidance and 
requirements on system safety (in DoD and elsewhere)

Relationship between system safety community and T&E
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• Safety should: be involved in developed of T&E Strategy  (milestone A) and T&E 
Master Plan (milestone B)

• Participation in the development of test plans and procedures to include hazard 
considerations that support:
1. ID mitigation measures to be V&V’d during test event with recommended evaluation criteria.
2. ID known system hazards present in test event, recommended test-unique mitigations, and 

test event risks.
3. Analysis of hazards associated with test equipment and procedures.
4. Procedures for advising operators, maintainers and testers involved in the test event of known 

hazards, their associated risks, test-unique mitigation measures, and risk acceptance status.

Safety and T&E Strategy
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• Safety should: be involved in developed of T&E Strategy  (milestone A) and T&E 
Master Plan (milestone B)

• Conduct the following post-test event actions.
1. Analyze test results to assess effectiveness of mitigation measures as tested.  
2. Analyze test results to identify and assess new system hazards and to potentially update risk 

assessments for known hazards. 
3. Analyze incident, discrepancy, and mishap reports generated during test events for 

information on hazards and mitigation measures.  Ensure mitigation measures are 
incorporated in future test plans as appropriate.

Safety and T&E Strategy
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Focus of Mission Aware (past and future)

Design-time 
assurance

Test planning 
and strategy 
for test and 
evaluation
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• A Loss involves something of value to stakeholders. 
Losses may include a loss of human life or human 
injury, property damage, environmental pollution, loss 
of mission, loss of reputation, loss or leak of sensitive 
information, or any other loss that is unacceptable to 
the stakeholders.

• A Hazard is a system state or set of conditions that, 
together with a particular set of worst-case 
environmental conditions, will lead to a loss.

• An Unsafe Control Action (UCA) is a control action 
that, in a particular context and worst-case 
environment, will lead to a hazard.

• A Loss Scenario describes the causal factors that 
can lead to the unsafe control and to hazards.

STPA is an iterative, methodical hazard analysis technique to identify causes of 
hazardous conditions intended to improve or promote system safety.
• In cyber-physical systems, security can (mostly) be treated as analogous to safety.
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MBSE Meta-Model (using SDL):
A representation of critical systems engineering concepts and their interrelationships spanning 
requirements, behavior, architecture, and test. This integrated model presents a high-level view 
of not only the ultimate specification of a system, but also the journey to that specification –
concerns opened and closed, risks identified and managed.
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CSRM Steps & Associated Meta-Model Entities:

1. System Description (Mission, Architecture, 
Behavior)

• Use Case / Requirement
• Component, Link
• Function, Exit, Resource, Control-Action, 

Feedback, Context, Call Structure Item
2. Operational Risk Assessment

• Loss, Hazard, Hazardous Action
3. Prioritized Resilience Solutions

• Resilient Mode
4. Cyber Vulnerabilities Assessment

• Loss-Scenario, Mitigation
5. Verification & Test Plan

• Verification Requirement, Test Configuration
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Verification & Test Meta-Model 
Details:
1. Verification Requirement

• Function, Loss Scenario
2. Test Configuration

• Component, Link, Resilient 
Mode, Sentinel

3. Verification Event / Test Activity
• Test Plan / Strategy
• Test Resource Utilization
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• Does not require tool support
― method can be done with 

different tools or without tools at 
all

• Our tool development does 
not come from the wild west
―This is a ViTech tool
―But metamodel is consistent with 

developments in SysML2.0
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• Review ongoing research projects focused on operational physical system cyber 
resilience 

• Based on our research review, document for potential reuse purposes:
―Solution design patterns
―Analysis techniques
―Test concepts
―Metrics for evaluation

• For feedback purposes, present the Framework to members of the potential user 
community as it matures 

• Document and distribute V1 of the Framework as the 1 year project milestone

Research Plan for Cyber Resilience Framework Development
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BACKUP
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Example: Architecture Model Loss Scenario – Attack Pattern:
• CPU Overload
• CAPEC-443: Malicious Logic Inserted Into 

Product Software by Authorized Developer
Sentinel - Design Pattern:
• Resource Introspection - CPU Idle Time
Resilient Mode:
• Active / Standby

Physical Block Diagram View

Block Definition Diagram View
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Example: Behavior Model

System: Active / Standby Replica

The Enhanced Functional Flow Block Diagram (EFFBD), like its SysML cousin the activity diagram, is 
a complete representation of behavior. EFFBDs unambiguously represent the flow of control through 
sequencing of functions as well an overlay of data and resource interactions.
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Example: Simulation Transcript
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